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2013; Shortcut to Nirvana, 2015) , some behind a fourth wall, some participatory. But, with few exceptions, audience members go where we tell them to go, and see what we want them to see. According to Jonathan Mandell's handy checklist, we've created one show that could be considered immersive. In Wanderlust (2008) , four installation artists created visual environments in a derelict gas station, which hosted performances by five theatre artists. The audience was free to explore the space, choosing paths where their senses were stimulated with Indian spices, flowing water, and bursts of wind. Audience autonomy, the detailed museum-like environment, and the multi-sensory experience pushed that project into the category of immersive theatre.
Our best-known production is probably Eavesdrop: The Coffee Shop Show, which toured to coffee shops around Alberta from 2012 to 2015. The show invites headphone-wearing audiences to share the space with coffee-sipping patrons; three actors, portraying six characters, move silently through the shop in sync with dialogue heard via the headphones. The play was "immersed" in an actual coffee shop, but otherwise a pretty standard theatre-going experience.
When Swallow-a-Bicycle dives into a new creation, we usually start with an idea (freak shows, wanderlust, robot poetry), assemble a collaborative team, and build the show from scratch. Eavesdrop was no different. We spent days lurking in coffee shops, identifying common characteristics (tables, chairs, coffee machines, condiment stations) and archetypes (baristas, couples, laptop campers, bookworms). That led to a guiding question: "When does the mundane become remarkable?" We improvised and wrote and revised and boom! Eavesdrop was born.
After Eavesdrop, an intimate theatre production with a maximum audience of forty people, we wanted to do something … bigger. We talked about occupying sites for longer periods, making something that would tap into Calgary's zeitgeist and send ripples through the city. We didn't have a clear concept, nor the money to make it happen, but we gave it a placeholder title: Gargantuan.
Ten Minutes of Taboo
Every year since 2008, we've participated in the 10-Minute Play Festival. It's a caffeine-and adrenaline-fuelled annual event at the High Performance Rodeo, where six theatre companies have twenty-four hours to create ten-minute plays and perform them in front of 400-plus people.
For the 2015 edition, our contribution was "The Hattiest Place on Earth," inspired, in part, by my brief training with Vladimir Shcherban of the Belarus Free Theatre. His company creates underground theatre under an oppressive dictatorship, confronting audiences with social or political taboos-which, Shcherban grimly joked, is easy in a country where everything is taboo (Williams "Belarusian theatre") . He challenged us to tackle topics that are taboo in Canada.
"The Hattiest Place on Earth" uses Mickey Mouse hats (the prop provided as a starting point) as a stand-in for every imaginable product: phones, plates, cars, computers, you name it. Their origins are a mystery until one questioning character pulls back a curtain to reveal a giant machine that crunches, mangles, and converts human babies into Mickey Mouse hats.
The characters, horrified, leap to their hat-phones to launch a hashtag activism campaign (#YesAllBabies, #HatsNoMore, #Je-SuisBaby, etc.). The curtain pulls back again; an adorable yellow chick has replaced the human baby and, as it's processed, the crunching noises are drowned out by joyful music. Satisfied, the characters go back to their hat-enriched lives.
A little on the nose, sure, but the piece resonated. We had been seeking a seed for Gargantuan, and "The Hattiest Place on Earth" was it.
Game-Changer
In February 2015, Swallow-a-Bicycle landed our first casino. In Alberta's bewildering funding environment, non-profit organizations get a chance, every eighteen months, to "run" a casino for two days, staffing its count rooms and cash cages with a few dozen volunteers in exchange for a cut of that quarter's gaming revenue-these days, upwards of $70,000.
The casino was a game-changer. After eight years of scraping by, we suddenly had financial breathing room. Instead of honourariums on a creation project, we could afford living wages. And, for the first time, we didn't need to rely on box office revenues to do it.
This newfound freedom came at a price. A 2011 study from the University of Lethbridge shows that "75 per cent of reported gambling expenditure comes from roughly 6 per cent of the population," 40.6 per cent of whom being problem gamblers who "typically have high rates of mental health problems, financial problems, and relationship problems deriving from their addiction" (Williams, Belanger, and Arthur) . The authors conclude: "it is ethically problematic for charity groups and the provincial government to be directly involved in the delivery of a product where a substantial portion of the revenue derives from problem gamblers" (Williams, Belanger, and Arthur) .
Swallow-a-Bicycle's bonanza came, at least in part, out of the pockets of some of Alberta's most vulnerable citizens. And while we were able to justify that unpleasant reality in a host of the usual ways, it didn't feel great.
Laying the Foundation
With our increased financial resources, a dose of guilt around casino complicity (plus our straight-white-cisgenderness and other such things), and a place to start, we launched into Gargantuan. Here's an excerpt from our first call for artists:
In 2015, Calgary exists at the epicentre of some of humanity's biggest existential challenges. As Canada's energy capital, it is a major driver of the global carbon economy and has a staggering concentration of wealth. 
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are interested in identifying our complicity in complex global challenges and exploring how we react to that complicity.
Our vision for the workshop was to create two environments: "World 1," an idyllic, innocent place that invisibly relies upon "World 2," a harsh and challenging place that, through the suffering of its residents, produces the wealth and comfort that "World 1" enjoys. The crux of the story would be the citizens of each "world" discovering and reacting to their societies' parasitic relationships.
We wanted to explore real-world dynamics through a fairy tale lens, hoping that metaphorical distance would help us shortcircuit the wilful blindness that so often prevents us from considering our own complicities. We engaged Lindsey Zess to create two sets of masks-one bright yellow, with googly Simpsons-like eyes to convey naïveté, one burnished and embedded with metal shards, with holes to reveal the actors' more expressive eyes. Each mask was twinned, with a World 1 and World 2 mask coming from the same mould, to subtly indicate that differences between the citizens of each place are not inherent, but shaped by their environments.
On top of all that, we wanted the worlds to feel real, complex, and full. We wanted them to be immersive.
Punchdrunk's Sleep No More is eye-rollingly ubiquitous in discussions of immersive theatre. But when I saw it in 2011, it blew my mind. I had never experienced theatre where I had so much control, where the set had such cinematic detail. My first one-on-one experience-where a performer pulled me away from the crowd, into a locked room, and whispered poetry into my ear-still haunts my memory with feelings of surprise, wonder, and intimacy.
The fact that we're all complicit in harmful systems isn't news to anyone who's tuned in, but we often end up so overwhelmed with the complexity and immensity of world problems that we withdraw from them, or cling to simple solutions. For Gargantuan we had a hunch that, if we could create a visceral and memorable participatory experience like Sleep No More, where audience members could see the effect of their actions in the world of the play, maybe that sense of self-efficacy in the face of overwhelming complexity would translate to their everyday lives.
Phase 1 -A Promising Start
In August 2015, we moved into Voltage Creative Garage-a derelict auto repair shop turned artistic space-for our first twoweek workshop with a team of twelve artists. Voltage's colourfully painted retail space became "World 1"; its gritty warehouse space became "World 2."
It felt strange but freeing to dive into a workshop without an opening night on the horizon, without pressure to generate a finished product. Our days were packed but felt leisurely, the time split between learning mask technique from Lindsey, book and article discussions that I facilitated, and scene improvisations led by Charles. 
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At the end of the second week, we invited a small audience to experience a handful of strung-together scenes. In World 1 we leaned into the yellow aesthetic, filling it with bright yellow products that brought joy and ease to the residents' lives. In World 2 the residents toiled in a factory under brutal conditions, their spirits literally being sucked from them (through a hose, under a dramatic spotlight) to generate the yellow products.
The audience feedback from our rough creation was predictably mixed, but some of the themes we'd hoped to highlightcognitive dissonance, complicity, exploitation-rose to the surface. One comment, though, stuck with me:
How do you want the audience to feel when they leave? Hopeless, guilty, judged?? Audience has to trust that if you take them to a dark place, you will somehow lead them out again. We may be changed by this experience, but will we escape the darkness?
If our goal had been to create a sense of self-efficacy, highlighting individuals' ability to affect the world around them, we had clearly failed for this attendee. If they were truly autonomous, they should be able to escape the darkness on their own-or, better yet, to find a way to bring some light. In this experiment, while the environment was immersive in its detail and atmosphere, the audience was still on a pre-determined track, behind a fourth wall, observing scenes without interaction.
Phase 2 -Shit Gets Real
In March 2016, we dove into three more weeks of development in a larger warehouse space, determined to shape our rough experiments into something production-worthy. Our priority was to create a structure where the audience had true autonomy and could see the results of their choices.
When it worked, it worked. My participation in the construction worker's attempted suicide (performed by Matt McKinney), which I described above, happened in a test performance. In a moment of gendered violence, when a World 2 woman stole from a World 1 man and he chased her with a golf club, an audience member stepped in to stop him-a beautiful, unplanned intervention. Geoffrey Simon Brown created a prayer circle facilitated by his loveable old man character, George, where he coaxed real and vulnerable worldly concerns out of audience members, then offered simplistic and clearly ineffective solutions in a darkly comic reflection of how we so often oversimplify problems.
But we also ran into a truckload of challenges. In Eavesdrop, we didn't need to build a physical environment; it was all around us, the aesthetic of each coffee shop seeping into the narrative. In this vast, empty warehouse, though, our set needs kept multiplying. Our designer, Ian McFarlane, scrambled to keep up-and so did our casino-inflated budget.
The same was true when it came to the script. In my limited experience with immersive theatre, I've mostly attended shows inspired by recognizable texts. Sleep No More is based on Shakespeare's Macbeth. Third Rail Projects' Then She Fell is inspired by Lewis Carroll and Alice in Wonderland. Even Gretchen's Nightmare, a 2012 production by Calgary visual performance ensemble 8ROJO, was adapted from the second half of Goethe's Faust: The First Part of the Tragedy. As Jonathan Mandell points out, "Our prior knowledge enables us to fit the disparate pieces into a coherent story, through some detective work that feels part of these shows' appeal."
Here, we were building from scratch-asking the audience to navigate an unfamiliar narrative and an unfamiliar format. On top of that, in past processes, Charles and I would go away with the ensemble's improvisations and craft them into a final script. In this format, with sixteen characters on separate tracks and the daunting task of writing sixteen "plays," the expansive three-week workshop suddenly felt claustrophobic.
Our priority was to create a structure where the audience had true autonomy and could see the results of their choices. 
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Moreover, when we did try to turn our improvisations into a script, we realized that we didn't know what story we were trying to tell. In our creation processes, we almost always have a guiding question that acts as a tuning fork (a metaphor borrowed from the Belarus Free Theatre) (Wheedon). While creating Eavesdrop, every scene was tuned against, "When does the mundane become remarkable?" The closest we came to a guiding question in phase 2 was: "How do we accept responsibility to do better-for ourselves, our society, our species and our ecology?" It doesn't exactly sing with the pure, piercing tone of a tuning fork.
We were caught up in trying to represent all the complexities of our systemic challenges. It wasn't a show about climate change, or social and economic inequities, or any one existential problem; it was a show about all of them, and our role in perpetuating them. In trying to be a show about everything, it risked being a show about nothing.
Even when we did hit on moments of magic, like those described above, the audience's autonomy meant there was no guarantee that attendees would come across them, or stick around long enough for them to have any impact. Their increased autonomy gave us less control and diminished our ability to tell specific stories.
Finally, a problem that could have been obvious from the beginning came into view. Our "World 1" and "World 2" framing pointed toward developed world/developing world dynamics … and, in spite of our conscious efforts, we found ourselves falling into stereotypes of the noble savage versus the robber baron capitalist. The biggest concern was that, with World 2, we risked coopting the voices of poor brown people.
By the end of phase 2, Gargantuan was living up to its name. Turning our experiments into a full production was an increasingly gargantuan task.
The Path Forward
In December 2016, we dove into a quick 'n dirty one-week workshop with a slimmed-down team of four performers. We abandoned World 1 and World 2 entirely; instead, the "yellow" and "metal" masks shared a space, their differences representing social class and religion in addition to ethnocultural background, collectively facing a crisis that they struggled to understand. That went a long way toward solving the colonial narrative problem … but the other challenges were still there. And now, two years into Gargantuan, we still don't have a show or a clear path forward.
Increasingly, it seems like our hunch may have been wrong, that immersive theatre with an autonomous audience might not be the best way to tell this story-or to tell stories, period. Sleep No More is wildly successful at creating atmosphere. Attendees emerge with a packed collection of stunning images, visceral emo- tions, and thrilling experiences … but might not have the faintest idea that it's telling the story of Macbeth.
And maybe that's okay! A clear challenge in Gargantuan is that we've been trying to do it all-create an immersive environment for the audience to freely explore, and create characters with nuanced and complex narrative arcs, and tell a story of empowerment in the face of overwhelming complexity. As with any creative process, we probably need to kill some darlings, whether that's letting go of the need for a clear narrative or sacrificing some audience autonomy in favour of a more controlled experience.
At this point, our next steps aren't decided. We may find a way to wrangle Gargantuan into a finished product, or we may celebrate it as a two-year learning journey that added to our creative toolbox, and let it help shape our future creations. Either way, our experiments with immersive theatre have revealed a thrilling and visceral, expensive and resource-intensive, tangled and rewarding new approach to creating theatre.
